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The motive of The Bridge is to enable several dozen musicians 
– among the most active and most creative of the jazzistic 
field – half based in Chicago and the Midwest, the other 
half spread across France, to perform and circulate in all 
possible configurations, year after year, travel after travel, 

adventure after adventure.

4 exploration and creation travels per year, 
for ensemble of 4 to 6 French and American musicians

2 travels in France,
February & October

(Paris, Brest, Nantes, Tours, Poitiers,
Toulouse, Vitrolles, Avignon, and Dijon)

2 travels in the USA
April-May & Novembre

(Chicago, Milwaukee, and the Midwest)

Keeping the memory, cultivating the imagination

The Bridge sees that traces are seeds, that the present can 
almost be perpetual. Production of discs on the label The Bridge 
Sessions, oral, written, and visual archives, production of 
pleasure and knowledge: traces, seeds which will provide, in 
the long term, an irreplaceable documentation to the audience 
of jazz and improvised music, industry professionals, music 
students, researchers working in the field, archivists, 

activists, and utopists.

Highlighting creative ecosystems

On both continents, associated clubs and festivals provide the 
milestones for the ensembles’ tours / exploratory travels. 
The Bridge also organizes parallel events and services in 
schools, conservatories, and universities, for both non-profit 

and private structures.



Vision Statement

Jazz – owing to its particular history – has always been an unmatched medium 
that allowed the sounds and music of different worlds to express themselves 
with passion and singularity, shaped by a musical art dedicated to collective 
invention and reinvention. Jazz was the original “world music,” long before 
this label became widespread.

In the recent years, after a century of stories and legends, when every 
improviser, group, and scene grew ever more specific, many French and 
American musicians have expressed a renewed interest in experiencing the 
musical and sociomusical realities of their transatlantic counterparts. 
To really create mutual knowledge. But often with the regret that these 
adventures, swift to go “beyond expectations,” do not continue beyond a few 
concerts, a tour, or a recording, due to the lack of adequate structures.

The Bridge intends to form such a network for exchange, production, and 
diffusion, to build a transatlantic bridge that will be crossed on a 
regular basis by French and American musicians as part of collaborative 
projects. And, in addition to the scheduled projects, encourage meetings 
and relationships between creative musicians and perpetuate them. In other 
words: to give them the time and spaces to join and rejoin on both sides of 
the ocean and to deepen their exchanges.



The Network

Joshua Abrams (bass, guembri)
Jason Adasiewicz (vibes)
Dee Alexander (vocals)
Khari B. (vocals)
Jim Baker (piano, analog synthetizer)
Harrison Bankhead (bass, cello, guitar)
Josh Berman (cornet)
Jeb Bishop (trombone)
Mwata Bowden (baritone sax, clarinet)
David Boykin (tenor sax, clarinet, bass 
clarinet, drums)
Ari Brown (tenor sax, soprano sax, piano)
Ernest Dawkins (alto, tenor sax)
Hamid Drake (drums, percussion)
Kahil El’Zabar (drums, percussion)
Douglas R. Ewart (woodwinds)
Dana Hall (drums)
Marquis Hill (trumpet)
Fred Jackson (alto sax)
Keefe Jackson (saxophones, clarinets)
Fred Lonberg-Holm (cello)
Matt Lux (electric bass)
Nick Mazzarella (alto sax)
Rob Mazurek (cornet, electronics)
Nicole Mitchell (flutes)
Mankwe Ndosi (vocals)
Jeff Parker (electric guitar, electronics)
Avreeayl Ra (drums, percussion)
Mike Reed (drums, electronics)
Tomeka Reid (cello)
Dave Rempis (alto, tenor, baritone sax)
Jason Roebke (bass)
Frank Rosaly (drums, percussion)
Jason Stein (bass clarinet)
Chad Taylor (drums, mbira)
Ed Wilkerson (tenor, alto sax, clarinet)
Mars Williams (saxophones, clarinets)
Katherine Young (bassoon, electronics)
Michael Zerang (drums, percussion)
&
Joe McPhee (pocket trumpet, saxophones)
Tyshawn Sorey (drums, trombone)

USA France

Aymeric Avice (trumpet, electronics) 
Pierre-Antoine Badaroux (alto sax)
Frédéric Bargeon-Briet (bass)
Jean-Luc Cappozzo (trumpet, flugelhorn)
Benoît Delbecq (piano, electronics)
Julien Desprez (electric guitar)
Benjamin Duboc (bass)
Joachim Florent (bass)
Denis Fournier (drums)
Lionel Garcin (saxophones)
Jean-Luc Guionnet (alto sax, electronics, 
pipe organ)

Sylvaine Hélary (flutes, vocals)
Antonin-Tri Hoang (alto sax, clarinet)
Sylvain Kassap (clarinet, bass clarinet)
Mike Ladd (spoken word)
Didier Lasserre (drums)
Daunik Lazro (tenor, baritone sax)
Joëlle Léandre (bass)
Ramon Lopez (drums, percussion, tablas)
Magic Malik (flutes, vocals)
Peter Orins (drums)
Guillaume Orti (alto sax)
Stéphane Payen (alto sax)
Edward Perraud (drums, electronics)
Didier Petit (cello)
Christian Pruvost (trumpet)
Eve Risser (piano, keyboards)
Christophe Rocher (clarinet, bass clarinet)
Bernard Santacruz (bass)
Benjamin Sanz (drums)
Guillaume Séguron (bass)
Samuel Silvant (drums)
Claudia Solal (vocals)
Mathieu Sourisseau (acoustic bass guitar) 
Christine Wodrascka (piano)



2016, year IV of The Bridge

Between its creation and the end of 2015, The Bridge organized 129 concerts in 
France and the United States as well as 136 parallel events (performances with 
dancers, videographers, poets, and circus performers, live film soundtracks, 
community performances, public meetings, debates, workshops, master classes, 
jam sessions, recordings...). All in all, 16 ensembles, totaling 77 musicians, 
have already been put in circulation.

The Bridge’s perspectives for 2016 are:

To keep the course of 4 yearly and “official” travels for 6 ensembles, with 
all the associated activities (1 ensemble every time in France, 2 ensembles 
every time in the United States), keeping in mind that, for the first time, 
a “return trip” to France will take place October 2016, and that projects 
from the first generation of ensembles are programmed until 2017, 2018 at the 
latest…

To produce 3 new albums on the label The Bridge Sessions, in time for the 
“return trips” of the following ensembles: The Bridge #5 (May 2016, in 
Chicago), The Bridge #4 (October 2016, in France), and The Bridge #7 (November 
2016, in Chicago).

To develop the Passerelles program, turned toward Europe, with 2 extra tours 
in August/September 2016, for the first two ensembles that have accomplished 
the full circuit: Sonic Communion (Jean-Luc Cappozzo, Douglas R. Ewart, Joëlle 
Léandre, Bernard Santacruz and Michael Zerang) and The Turbine! (Harrison 
Bankhead, Hamid Drake, Benjamin Duboc and Ramon Lopez).

Keep on extending and strengthening our North-American network, even if it’s 
in The Bridge’s nature to be anchored in Chicago, by pursuing extensions to 
the Midwest (in Detroit, Ann Arbor, Minneapolis, and Saint Louis) and on 
the East Coast (in Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Philadelphia, Washington, New York, 
and Montréal). This especially thanks to our new partnership with the MCA 
(Museum of Contemporary Art), which will allow The Bridge to send the touring 
ensembles to the Detroit Institute of the Arts or the Walker Art Center in 
Minneapolis.



Circulation Flow

Every year, The Bridge organizes four travels for two or three musicians at 
a time: the French go the USA, the Americans go to France, alternatively. 
Each time, before their departure, the musicians have decided of an original 
formation with two or three of their counterparts, also member of the network. 
On site and in situation, The Bridge collaborates with the local structures 
of production and diffusion that work year-round on a given territory.

From France to the USA, the travels can be likened to two-week stays in 
Chicago and the Midwest – for it is more evident and interesting, to boost 
exchanges, to have these formations play several times in a row in different 
areas of the town for different audiences, than to tour in a country the size 
of a continent. Besides, Chicago deserves it reputation of a great welcoming 
city where several intersecting communities of musicians make themselves 
infinitely available. The length of the stays creates the conditions to set 
off other events than those related to the initial project – rehearsals, 
performances, all kinds of twist and turns that lead to the inception of 
future projects.

From the USA to France, these travels are closer to tours for the artist-
initiated French-American ensembles. These tours rely on the network of clubs 
and festivals that have partnered with The Bridge. Along the way, we ensure 
that the travelling musicians have time set aside to give them the opportunity 
to perform with other members of the network than those they have initially 
come to perform with. Again, with the intent of setting off future projects.

The Bridge operates as a series of hubs, person to person, grouping to 
grouping, and by rotation, in order to reinforce the links between communities 
of musicians with distinct yet complementary practices, and to open new flows 
of circulation and socio-musical life, easily identified and crossed by 
audiences and, in open sessions, by improvisers out of the network.

Before and after travels, The Bridge respectively contextualizes and puts in 
perspective the performances for the hosting structures and their audience 
and partners: presentations of and discussions of the projects, conferences 
and workshops with the involved musicians, etc. And create a living archive 
of all these events (interviews, reporting, audio and/or video recording of 
the concerts, etc.) to provide, in the long term, an irreplaceable base of 
documents.



Partnerships Maps



Calendar

2013
FRA (February) USA (May) FRA (October) USA (November)

Tortoise + The Bridge TB#0 TB#1 TB#2

2014
FRA (February) USA (April-May) FRA (October) USA (November)

TB#3 TB#4 TB#5 TB#6

2015
FRA (February) USA (April-May) FRA (October) USA (November)

TB#7 TB#8 + TB#1 TB#9 TB#10 + TB#3

2016
FRA (February) USA (April-May) FRA (October) USA (November)

TB#11 TB#5 + TB#12 TB#4 TB#7 + TB#13

2017
FRA (February) USA (April-May) FRA (October)

Etc.
TB#6 TB#9 + TB#14 TB#0

After their first exploration and creation travel, the musicians of each ensemble decide 
whether to continue in that form. Should they decide to prolong their experience with the 
initial foramtion, The Bridge will organize a second travel for them on the other side of the 
Atlantic within the next two years. If they decide to stabilize said group after two travels, 
then The Bridge will offer them the services of a touring agency aimed this time at the entirety 
of the North-American and European territory. Should the musicians, on the contrary, decide 
not to perpetuate their experience after their first travel, they will be made available for 
subsequent formations operating on the same principle.

Tortoise + guests Aymeric Avice, Jim Baker, J.T. Bates, Julien Desprez, Antonin-Tri Hoang,  
 Nicole Mitchell
TB#0 Fred Jackson, Stéphane Payen, Edward Perraud & Frank Rosaly
Sonic Communion [TB#1] Jean-Luc Cappozzo, Douglas R. Ewart, Joëlle Léandre, Bernard Santacruz & 
Michael Zerang
The Spirit of Rasan Adabravi [TB#2] Joshua Abrams, Jason Adasiewicz, Aymeric Avice, Benjamin Sanz  
 & Avreeayl Ra
The Turbine! [TB#3] Harrison Bankhead, Hamid Drake, Benjamin Duboc & Ramon Lopez 
TB#4 Mwata Bowden, Julien Desprez, Matt Lux, Rob Mazurek & Mathieu Sourisseau
The Sync [TB#5] Sylvaine Hélary, Fred Lonberg-Holm, Mike Reed & Eve Risser 
Escape Lane [TB#6] Joachim Florent, Denis Fournier, Marquis Hill & Jeff Parker  
 + special guest Ari Brown
TB#7 Khari B., Frédéric Bargeon-Briet, Jeb Bishop, Magic Malik, Guillaume Orti & Tyshawn Sorey 
TB#8 Ernest Khabeer Dawkins, Antonin-Tri Hoang, Samuel Silvant & Mars Williams
TB#9 Dana Hall, Sylvain Kassap, Mike Ladd, Mankwe Ndosi  
 + special guest Ed Wilkerson
Antichamber Music [TB#10] Benoît Delbecq, Tomeka Reid, Claudia Solal & Katherine Young
A Pride of Lions [TB#11] Joshua Abrams, Daunik Lazro, Joe McPhee, Guillaume Séguron & Chad Taylor
TB#12 David Boykin, Lionel Garcin, Nicole Mitchell, Christian Pruvost & Christophe Rocher 
TB#13 Pierre-Antoine Badaroux, Jim Baker, Jean-Luc Guionnet & Jason Roebke + Antonin Gerbal
TB#14 Keefe Jackson, Didier Lasserre, Peter Orins, Dave Rempis & Christine Wodrascka
TB#15 Josh Berman, Edward Perraud, Didier Petit & Jason Stein



Supporters



The Team

Johan Saint

After completing a professional training as Production and Administration Assistant 
for New Music at the Université de Metz, Johan Saint has worked for several years 
in the field of creative music, and has participated in The Bridge project since 
its creation. 

He was also Production Manager for the festivals La Voix est libre (Bouffes du Nord 
Theater, Paris) and Rhizomes, location manager for La Blogothèque, coordinator of 
the Jams Sessions de la Miroiterie, and has developped numerous collective projects 
sur as the micro-festival Les Bouillonnantes in Normandy. He is also a musician for 
different ensembles.

Nader Beizaei
Before joining The Bridge’s founding team, he made his first steps in the field 
of creative music as Production and Administrative assistant for the 15th annual 
Vision Festival in New York City. He then worked as an Administration and Commercial 
assistant for the French label RogueArt. Now based in NYC, he worked for two years 
as Associate Director for Arts for Art, the organization responsible for, among 
other programs, the Vision Festival, the Evolving Music Series, and Music is Mine, 
a free after-school music education program for underserved children and. He is 
also a trained sociologist whose research activities focus on innovative forms and 
methods of organization in artistic production.

Alexandre Pierrepont

An anthropologist whose work focuses on Patrick Chamoiseau’s concept of “diversalité”, 
ranging from poetics to politics and back, and on the phenomena of “double 
consciousness” and internal otherness in Western societies – more specifically on 
African-American music as an alternative social institution – he spends his time 
between North America and France, between different “jazz worlds” and the academia 
(he is an associate researcher for the laboratories CANTHEL at the Human and Social 
Sciences Faculty at the University Paris 5 – Sorbonne, and CERILAC at the Department 
of Litterature, Arts, and Cinema at the University Paris 7 – Denis Diderot, as well 
as for the International Institute for Critical studies in Improvisation (IICSI), 
based in Canada; he teaches at Paris 7 – Denis Diderot, at Sciences-Po, and in the 
Columbia-Penn Program in Paris). He strives to open channels of communication, on 
the field, between scientific research and musical or socio-musical experimentation.

He is an artistic advisor and project manager for several improvised music festivals 
and labels, a guest curator for a few institutions, a member of the editorial 
committees of L’Art du Jazz and Multitudes, and his articles are regularly published 
in the specialized music press, as well as in many scientific and political 
publications. Alexandre Pierrepont has organized several forums and symposiums on 
issues related to the intersection of artistic and social issues, the in-between-
worlds position that is typical of the African-American experience of the world, 
and of our “post-modernity.” The author of “Le Champ Jazzistique” (published by 
Parenthèses, 2002), and “La Nuée - l’Association for the Advancement of Creative 
Musicians (AACM), un jeu de société musicale” (Editions Parenthèses, 2015), he  is 
currently preparing with Philippe Carles and a collective of authors, a contemporary 
history of jazz and creative music (1970-2010). Finally, he regularly collaborates 
with improvisers on projects that combine poetry and music in an innovative way, as 
can be witnessed on the records “Maison Hantée” with Mike Ladd and “Passages” with 
Didier Petit, both on the RogueArt label, and “De Fortune” with the Bonadventure 
Pencroff ensemble (2014) on the MZ Records label. 



contact@acrossthebridges.org

www.acrossthebridges.org

www.facebook.com/acrossthebridges

Alexandre Pierrepont
+33 (0)6.03.40.41.14

Johan Saint
+33 (0)6.45.64.95.22

Nader Beizaei
+1 (718)-314-7712
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The Bridge


